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FIM Ice Speedway Gladiators World Championship – Dmitry Koltakov – Jawa 500cc



Dmitry Koltakov played a preponderant role 
in getting Russia to secure the 2017 teams world 
title. Three weeks later, on 2 April 2017 in Hee-
renveen, Netherlands, he clinched his second 
crown as FIM Ice Speedway Gladiator individual 
world champion... as always with the technical 
support of Motul which is also the presenting 
partner of the series. 
6,000 spectators filled the stands of Heeren-
veen speedway to watch the conclusion of this 
enthralling season. On arriving in the north of 
the Netherlands, Koltakov had an 8 points lead 
over Kononov who made life difficult for him 

more than once this year. But the leader pulled 
of a faultless performance on Saturday, bagging 
maximum points. He had set off to do the same 
again on Sunday, with nothing but '3s' in his re-
sults table... until the final  when the new World 
champion left the track in the last bend in the 
lead! Igor Kononov and Dmitry Khomitsevich, 
who clinched the silver and bronze medals also 
saw Dutch ice close up during the meeting.  
After blazing along speedways, the gladiators 
are going to 'estivate', in other words hibernate 
in summer. See you again at the beginning of 
2018!

FIM ICE SPEEDWAY GLADIATORS
HEERENVEEN

KOLTAKOV  
DOUBLE WORLD CHAMPION 
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Dmitry Koltakov, 185 pts

Igor Kononov, 170 pts

Dmitry Khomitsevich, 154 pts
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Dmitry Koltakov
Jawa 500cc

  5 th



Team Speedworks, partnered technically by 
Motul in the British Touring Car Championship, 
bagged the first round of the series on 2 April 
at Brands Hatch. The Toyota Avensis #80 driven 
masterly by Tom Ingram added a podium in race 
2 to those he clinched in Kent. Amy and Chris-
tian Tick's structure is in contention for the four 
titles up for grabs!  
Ingram gave a warning to his contenders by do-
minating the two free practice sessions before 
passing very close to pole. The driver from High 
Wycombe surged into an early lead and soon 
left the lead pack behind at the start of race 1. 'I 
knew everything would be decided at the start. 
I widened the gap, then just had to keep a good 

pace without needing to go flat out.'  
Troubled with an electrical problem on the grid, 
Tom Ingram forced the officials to delay the start of 
race 2. He finally managed to start but, as he took 
his pole place back, he suffered a drive through… 
Luck was then on his side. An accident led to the 
race being immediately stopped and to cancella-
tion of the start and of his penalty. But the maxi-
mum ballast of 75 kg, resulting from his morning 
win, didn't disappear in the process! Despite this 
handicap, Tom Ingram gave an outstanding race, 
finishing third-placed. 
The regulations limit the securing of three good re-
sults in a row, but the Speedworks driver managed 
to conclude his weekend with a solid 11th place.

BTCC
BRANDS HATCH INDY

INGRAM MEASURES UP WELL 
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Gordon Shedden (Honda), 48 pts

Tom Ingram (Toyota), 42 pts

Andrew Jordan (BMW), 41 pts 
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Tom Ingram
Speedworks

Toyota Avensis



On 1 and 2 April in Mexico, Tim Gajser and 
Team HRC once again allowed Motul's colours to 
shine in MXGP, and Jeremy Seewer and his Suzuki 
did the same in MX2. The Slovenian and the Swiss 
returned to Europe with a strengthened leadership 
in their respective categories.  
Having secured pole in MXGP, Tim Gajser confir-
med by winning the qualifying race. The Honda 
rider's solo race in race one finished with a 14 se-
conds lead over his team-mate,  Evgeny Bobryshev. 
In a fiercer second race, Gasjer finally managed to 
get ahead of his closest contender in the cham-
pionship, Antonio Cairoli, by 15 seconds. 'I didn't 
change my approach, I try to make it pleasurable 

– that's the key to success.' Bobryshev made se-
veral mistakes in race 2 but managed to limit the 
damage to bag 6th place of the Grand Prix.
Still in the top category, Suzuki World MXGP and 
its riders got sidetracked and missed the final Top 
10, but they all remained philosophical, hoping for 
better days on the Old Continent: 'In Europe, I'll 
be able to travel to the events in my camping car 
with my little family,' commented Kevin Strijbos. 
The comments differed at the MX2 part of the 
team.  Jeremy Seewer didn't win the Grand Prix but 
scored as many points as the winner! 'I was 3rd of 
race two, which gave me the win in the overall but 
I made a little mistake wanting to pass Joonass…' 

FIM MXGP WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
LEON

MOTUL TEAMS SOARING HIGH! 
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Tim Gajser (Honda), 156 pts

Antonio Cairoli (KTM), 136 pts

 Clément Desalle (Kawasaki), 119 pts

Evgeny Bobryshev (Honda) 111 pts
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Tim Gajser
Team HRC MXGP

Honda CRF450RW



Team Bennetts is partnered technically by Mo-
tul in the British Superbike championship and we'll 
find him again later in the season on the roads of 
Northern Ireland and the Isle of Man. Already at 
the first meet scheduled in Donington, the team 
gave the new Suzuki GSX-R1000 its first BSB win. 
Already 2nd in race 1 in Superstock 1000, Richard 
Cooper secured a competitive advantage in the 
last lap of race 2 to triumph in a 41 contender 
strong category!
'I'm most pleased with these results, but every-
thing isn't perfect. The bike comes out of cor-
ners perfectly and holds a good straight, but we 
can still make progress on the entry into bends,' 

commented the hero of the day.
In Superbike, the team riders experienced their set 
of falls:  in race 1, Taylor Mackenzies' push forward 
stopped brutally to the left of Goddards when he 
was aiming for the top 10. He experienced a similar 
misadventure in race 2 at the same spot. Sylvain 
Guintoli was fighting for 6th position when he fell 
at The Esses part but he made up for that in race 2 
by scoring the points of 7th place.
Michael Dunlop's goals concern the major road 
events, but this opening of BSB provided him with 
an excellent opportunity to ride. 'The idea was to 
work on basic set-up and we clearly progressed 
throughout the weekend!'  

BRITISH SUPERBIKE
DONINGTON

MAXI COOPER 
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Danny Buchan (Kawasaki), 50 pts

Richard Cooper (Suzuki), 48 pts

Michael Rutter (BMW), 30 pts
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Richard Cooper
Bennetts Suzuki

Suzuki GSX R 1000



A lot took place at Motorland Aragon during 
the first weekend of April at the first European 
round of the Motul SBK. A bike on fire, a Motul team 
on the podium in Supersport, another atop the  
European standings, and the entry into the battle 
of Superstock 1000s and of the new World SSP300 
are all decisive pieces of weekend news.  
Barni Racing Team, partnered technically by Motul 
in Superbike, experienced high emotion at the end 
of race 1. On screens worldwide we could see the 
Ducati #12 on fire on the circuit. Xavi Forès relates: 
'I was 5th when I fall. I managed to start off again 
but after a few laps a silencer problem caused a 
fire. It was frightening because I couldn't jump off 
the bike!' Burnt on the neck and right leg, the Spa-

niard achieved a fine accomplishment by pushing 
forward from 13th to 6th place the following day.
Two Motul teams came into the limelight in  
Supersport. PJ Jacobsen gave MV Agusta Repar-
to Corse its first 2017 podium. 9th overall, the 
Wilsport Racedays rider, Hannes Soomer, won in  
FIM Europe Supersport Cup.
In Superstock 1000, Motul secured 7th place with 
the Nuova M2 Aprilia of Vitali, whose team-mate 
Scheib nearly bagged pole. Tessel's Agro-on- 
Benjan Kawasaki finished 11th.
Last, the last champion of the European Junior 
Cup, Mika Perez, joined Wilsport Racedays with its 
new World SSP300. He mounted third step of the 
podium on home turf.

MOTUL WORLD SUPERBIKE  
CHAMPIONSHIP
MOTORLAND ARAGON

FEARFUL AND CHEERFUL NEWS 

RACE
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PJ Jacobsen
MV Agusta Reparto Corse

MV Agusta F3 675
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